
 

 
 
 
 
 

DEFENDING SET PLAYS 
 

 

The number of goals scored from set plays at every level of competition shows just how vulnerable 
teams are in these situations.  While teams constantly practice both defending and attacking from set 
pieces, the defense often panic when placed under pressure resulting in a goal. 
 
It is imperative at these set plays that the keeper calls the play and positions the players according to 
the position of the ball and the tactics devised and practiced to defend the set play in progress. To do 
this successfully the keeper must have the leadership qualities and organisational ability to read the 
build up and place the players in the best possible positions. 
 
All players must be schooled on exactly what their job is prior to and immediately after the kick is taken.  
The defenders should take up their positions and not get caught ball watching or be distracted by any 
activities either on or off the field that will distract them from completing their set tasks. Many players 
lose focus during the build up to the kick as players from both teams jostle for or change position.  It is 
in this period that many chances are created by attacking players by creating doubts in the minds of the 
defenders. 
 
The keeper must show authority and control the defense while concentrating on the position of the ball 
and the imminent striker. It is not unusual for keeper’s to have two or three jobs to do at one time and 
this is just one of many times throughout the match where the keeper must show his tactical ability and 
organise the defense while also carrying out their duty to defend the goal. 
 
The ability to complete more than one task at a time comes with experience both in training and on the 
park in matches.  While it may seem an insurmountable task early in the player’s career, once the 
keeper becomes familiar with their role and understands the requirements to complete the task and the 
tactics of defending, handling the tasks becomes second nature. 
   
The keepers focus must always be on the ball and the attacking player who is most likely to strike the 
ball while also being aware of and positioning the defenders to negate any variations of play which 
involve passing to another player moving into a position to get a better shooting or crossing position. 
 
Good positioning of teammates by the keeper will reduce the available options of the attacking team.  
Good, strong communication from the keeper will reduce both the confusion and stress that is usually 
present in the defending team during set plays. 
 
A well coached team where all players are familiar with their tasks and are focused will be more 
successful at defending set plays which will reduce the number of goals scored against and chances 
created by the opposition team. 
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Practice sessions prior to the match should also indicate any positional or role changes caused by 
substitutions or injuries to the starting eleven. 
 
A substitute who does not know their job is an immediate liability and the keeper must be aware of how 
to delegate the role and settle the new player in with minimal disruption to the team. 
 
Once the ball is in motion the keeper’s role will again influence the play. The golden rule is safety first, 
always!  If possession is gained the keeper should ensure through good communication that the ball is 
cleared up field, passed to a player in a better position or played dead allowing the defense to 
reorganise. 
 
The keeper should scan the field and direct players off the ball, which will provide options to provide a 
quick attacking build up.  A keeper who is tactically aware of the options available when playing out 
from the back can direct the play and turn defense into attack by directing players into position by 
displaying good communication and quick decision making skills. 
 
The positioning of the defense at penalty kicks should also be practiced with players given set tasks and 
being coached to react when the kick is taken. 
 
Often goals are scored after a keeper has made a great save where the ball has rebounded back into 
play and the defending team are caught flat footed and do not react while the attacking team pounces 
on the loose ball and scores. 
 
Corners and crosses also require constant practice with the keeper organising the defense and providing 
good attacking options by quick and clever distribution. In all set plays the practiced theme should focus 
on good organisation, tight marking and each player being focused on their set job. 
   
The keeper has a focal job in all these situations and their contribution will have a decided impact on the 
game if their skills in organising and communicating to the defense are practiced on a regular basis.      
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